
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FROM YOUR BOARD 
It was not really expected that the VCA Board would have to meet again before its AGM in Canberra 

at the Over 60s National Championships, but, as I said in the last Newsletter, things are happening. 

Things HAVE happened and the main reason for writing this is to share two particular pieces of 

excellent news. 

 

MEMO OF UNDERSTANDING WITH CRICKET AUSTRALIA   
After “protracted negotiations” VCA has reached agreement with Cricket Australia and a formal MoU 

between the organisations has been signed. This establishes an official relationship between the two 

and provides both a foundation and a framework for the future development of veterans cricket 

within the broader Australian cricketing community. The process was first begun under the 

presidency of Kerry Emery in 2013 with CA’s Manager of Club Cricket, Nick Hatzoglou, and has been 

on-going since then.  

The MoU will provide benefits including: 

 Security advice on overseas tours 

 Insurance advice through JLT Insurance 

 Access to MyCricket suite of programs including website development 

 Assist with support and promotion of VCA Championships 

 Sponsorship of National Championships 
I would also like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation of CA’s support of our National 

Championships. In the past this has been $5000pa but with three separate championships in 

2017/18, CA has now tripled this figure. Again, Nick has been instrumental in arranging this. 

 

SPONSORSHIP AGREEMENT WITH KINGSGROVE SPORTS CENTRE 
After much shorter negotiations, VCA has entered into a 3 year sponsorship arrangement with 

Kingsgrove Sports Centre (Sydney) and its owner, Harry Solomons. Harry will be known to many of 

you as an attendee at several VCA Championships, as a serious ‘cricket tragic’ and as a generous 

supporter of cricket for all ages and genders within and beyond Australia. 

There are many elements of our agreement but principal among them is that KSC is now VCA’s 

“preferred supplier” of all cricket-related equipment and clothing except where member states 

already have alternative arrangements in place. KSC advertising material will be circulated to all 
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individual and club members via your state president starting with a VCA-only “Specials” offer within 

the next fortnight. 

Obviously we would like all of you, whether it’s as a state or club or as an individual player, to 

support KSC, just as they are supporting you at a national level. Their financial support will ultimately 

result in an all-round-better quality of organisation, including lower costs that you, as a player will 

have to bear as VCA continues to grow. 

 

OTHER BOARD NEWS 

- Finance Most of you will know that this year VCA is imposing an Admin Levy of $20 on all 

who attend the National Championships. This replaces the $15 levy from the last couple of 

championships which enabled all state teams to have their own defibrillator (AED) What the 

Admin Levy and the KSC sponsorship mean is that for the first time, VCA has a regular source 

of income, and Treasurer Neville Crane is working on our first annual budget as well as 

longer-term proposals.  

All VCA Board members are also players and so are fully aware of the increasing costs of 

playing. One of the main items on the Canberra AGM agenda is to consider how this income 

is best spent to benefit both individual members and VCA as an expanding organisation.  

- The Australian Over 60s UK Tour While not able to win the ODI Test matches, the 

touring team was highly successful winning all other completed games. Our thanks and 

congratulations go to the Tour Leadership Group of Captain Murray Harrison, Vice Captain 

Greg Quinn, Simon Lyon and Manager Neil King. For the first time, a professional post-tour 

survey was conducted, with all players and half of the accompanying partners responding. 

The overwhelming impression from this is that it was an extraordinarily happy tour. The very 

few negatives will be looked at so that future tours can become even better experiences. 

- The England Over 70 team will be touring here next March. It will be a shorter 

itinerary than usual but still includes five ODIs and, for the first time, matches in Perth. 

Because it will be in the new year, those who are 69 at this year’s championships will also be 

eligible. The selectors - Ross Chapman (Qld) Bill Dobson (Vic) John Fryer (NSW) and Ian 

Fraser (Chair, Tas) - will be present at both Adelaide and Canberra, and it is hoped to 

announce the team before Christmas. Nominations must be passed through your state 

president and close on October 31st. 

- Over 50s  
 Negotiations are still on-going between VCA and the Australian Over 50s Cricket 

Association regarding their affiliation with us. Clearly it makes the best sense for this 

to happen as soon as possible so that cricketers get the best organisation and 

competition possible. This has been the clearly expressed view of the players 

themselves, but terms of membership are yet to be agreed to. Given CA’s stance 

that there should only be a single “veterans cricket” authority, we will be addressing 

this sooner rather than later. 

 Organisation of the first VCA National Championships at Orange (March 29 - April 2) 

is progressing well. It’s looking like there will be 20 teams attending, with every state 

and ACT officially represented.  



- Website and Mycricket Great progress has been made by Ross Madsen (Qld) and 

Stephen Marshall (ACT) in upgrading our internet presence. Ross has entered the detailed 

scores of as many National Championship matches as we can find so now everyone who has 

played in one of these can find their performances on Mycricket. Similarly, Stephen has 

reorganised and updated the association’s website – veteranscricketaustralia.com.au. Both 

these gentlemen have put in many hours of their own time (all unpaid!) The Board is very 

grateful to them both for this, as well as for their technical advice. 

- ADMINISTRATION As part of the re-structuring of VCA and its operations, manuals 

have been compiled setting out our policies and guidelines. So far two of these have been 

completed – Administration, and one covering VCA Representative Teams and Tours. A third 

dealing with our National Championships is currently at the draft stage. These will all go 

onto our website when formally approved by the Board. 

 

And so we move on to this year’s Championships - Adelaide is only 4 weeks away and Canberra, 

another fortnight after that. It will be different not having everyone in the same place but by 

separating the age groups we will be catering for almost 50 teams this year with the capacity for 

more in the future. I trust everyone who is going is looking forward to catching up with old friends as 

well as the cricket itself. We wish Chris Tobin and Ron Axelby and their organising committees all the 

best for two memorable weeks. 

Stay healthy and play good cricket. 

Regards 

Ian Fraser 

(President, VCA Inc) 

 

 

 

 

 


